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Abstract: Industrial wastewater and other trade wastes are often sources of pollution which can
cause environmental damage. However, resource recovery approaches have the potential to lead
to positive environmental outcomes, profits, and new sources of finite commodities. Information
on these waste sources, and the valuable components which may be contained in such waste is
increasingly being made available by public, academic and commercial stakeholders (including
companies active in meat processing, dairy, brewing, textile and other sectors). Utilising academic
and industry literature, this review evaluates several methods of resource recovery (e.g., bioreactors,
membrane technologies, and traditional chemical processes) and their advantages and disadvantages
in a trade waste setting. This review lays the groundwork for classification of waste and resource
recovery technologies, in order to inform process choices, which may lead to wider commercial
application of these technologies. Although each waste source and recovery process is unique,
membrane bioreactors show promise for a wide range of resource recovery applications. Despite
interest, uptake of resource recovery technologies remains low, or not widely championed. For this to
change, knowledge needs to increase in several key areas including: availabilities and classification
of trade wastes, technology choice processes, and industrial viability.
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1. Introduction

Trade waste, or trade effluent, is liquid waste put into the sewer system from a
commercial or industrial premises [1]. Over the last century, pollution from industrial trade
wastes have been understood as destructive [2], with eutrophication of waterways [3], the
spread of disease [4], odours [5], aesthetic decline [2], and damage to infrastructure [6] all
linked to poorly treated waste. Despite these large costs to the environment, dumping
of untreated waste has previously been a relatively normalised operation, often with no
direct cost to the polluter. However, due to recognition of the environmental impact of
pollution, government agencies providing water and sewerage services have developed
and imposed a series of limitations on the concentrations and daily amounts of certain
components in trade waste released to sewer [7]. Expensive treatment must often be
undertaken by the trade waste customer (TWC) to bring waste parameters within these
limits before discharge.

The need to meet requirements established by environmental laws and the increased
costs of those treatments can lead producers to evaluate the potential benefits of resource
recovery on industrial wastewaters. Life cycle analyses have shown that utilising resource
recovery techniques has the potential to lead to positive environmental outcomes, profits,
and new sources of finite commodities [8]. The most common resource recovered from
wastewater is the water itself, for reuse in the plant; it would otherwise be disposed of [9].
Depending on the industry, other recoverable resources include nutrients for fertiliser [10],
energy for heating and electricity production [11], metals [2], and reagents [12]. In a world
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where greenhouse gas emissions, water scarcity, famine, and resource shortages present an
ever-increasing danger to our continued life, recovery of resources from trade wastes can
go some way to closing the loop in the circular economy, while providing a profit stream,
reducing waste fees, improving a company’s green credentials, and potentially minimising
environmental damage. Informed choices must be made, however, as resource recovery
is not a guaranteed panacea for environmental impacts, and may in fact increase certain
emissions [13].

Industry currently brings trade waste into specification through the application of a
number of protocols, depending on the properties of the waste stream. Acid and caustic
can be dosed to achieve prescribed pH levels, settling tanks and screens can remove oil
and large solids, and dissolved air flotation (DAF) units can separate some suspended and
dissolved components [10].

The first class of resource recovery process investigated in this review are extensions
and refocusing of these basic techniques from removal and disposal to recovery and reuse.
Valuable chemicals, like struvite (used as a fertiliser), can be produced by modifying
conditions and achieving stoichiometric ratios. Operating parameters and additives for
physical separation treatments like DAF can be optimised, with resources being recovered,
instead of being sent to landfill.

Physical separation can also be achieved through membranes. More advanced than
simple screens, membrane technology has advanced significantly in recent decades [14].
Plastics chemistry and manufacturing techniques have opened possibilities in selectiv-
ity and flux, utilizing temperature, pressure, and concentration gradient driving forces.
Membrane modules can be used individually, or in combination with other membranes
or processes [14]. An important combination is the membrane bioreactor (MBR), which
combines controlled biological processes with separation technology. This allows an MBR
to decouple the solid and hydraulic retention times [15] so mature sludge can be held in the
reactor, while fermentation liquor can be removed, increasing efficiency. MBR is suitable
for both aerobic and anaerobic operations, showing promise for biogas generation.

Microbial fuel cells (MFC) are another nascent technology for recovering energy from
liquid wastes. Despite still being in development, there is promise in using microbial
reactors for electricity generation [16,17].

Although it is to be removed before discharge to sewer, fat, oil, and grease (FOG)
in wastewater is an interesting resource. Energy rich, it can be used in the production of
biodiesel, or in fry-drying of other fuel-from-waste products [18].

The final component to be discussed in this review is heat. Direct use or conversion of
thermal energy from gaseous exhausts is widely studied in industry, but recouping heat
from wastewater is less known [19,20].

The academic literature surrounding actual plant-scale resource recovery is limited;
however case studies are available, particularly those processes which are being commer-
cialised [12,21,22].

Currently in the literature, there is a shortage of reviews around the technologies
and decision processes in resource recovery for industrial trade waste customers. Existing
reviews of resource recovery technology and programmes [9,23] are frequently centred
around municipal wastewater, including residential sewage, meaning that these findings
are unlikely to be directly translatable to trade wastes, which tend to have unique char-
acteristics. Available reviews on industrial water treatment [24] tend to focus more on
zero-liquid-discharge and preventing waste.

This study aims to evaluate the possibilities for industrial integration of resource
recovery from trade wastes, classification of waste streams and understanding of the
technologies available, as there are no current reviews available on this confluence of topics.
This review will look at processes with widespread applications to appeal to the broadest
audience, and avoid instances of recovery of niche products, research of which is more
suitable for individual businesses.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Scope of Review

This review investigates the major factors behind decision-making in trade waste
resource recovery. Firstly, classification schemes and chemical components of interest in
trade wastes, namely those aspects determining the desirability of recovering components,
e.g., reclaimable value, recoverable quantity of a resource, and the likelihood of municipal
water treatment providers enacting discharge limitations for a given parameter. Secondly,
trade waste resource recovery technologies, including current applications in industry, as
well as future opportunities to use novel methods to extract economic value and mitigate
environmental damage from trade waste streams.

The aim of this investigation is to understand the state of the art and identify future
development options, through critically reviewing resource recovery applications. To
the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is not a current compilation of identification
techniques and resource recovery technologies for industrial trade wastes. Any review
found, both using the methodology outlined below, and specific searches for reviews, was
either outdated, specifically about one technology, or not about industrial wastewater
or trade wastes. This review aims to fill this literature gap, while identifying areas for
further study.

2.2. Review Methodology Design

Examples of the commercial application of resource recovery technologies are vital
for decision making in industry and understanding the potential practical applications.
Therefore, as part of this study, grey literature was deemed valid for inclusion, along with
peer-reviewed, academic literature.

Studies of residential and municipal wastewater resources are not directly applicable
to the individual industrial trade waste field, due to differences in waste components and
centralisation of treatment. However, this literature was utilised as launching points for
identifying procedures that had potential in the trade waste resource recovery field.

Recovery or production of niche, specialty components is limited to a relatively narrow
range of cases, so was only used as supporting evidence for technologies with a wider
extent of recoverable resources. Recovery of unique high-value chemicals is more likely
to be within the scope of commercial research, driven by the presence of the individual
component in a waste stream, and therefore not covered by the scope of this review.

2.3. Literature Search Methodology

Initial searches of “trade waste” AND “resource recovery” were made through RMIT
University LibrarySearch for an overview of topics in the field. This database search
included journal articles, news items, books, and dissertations. Further searches were
also undertaken on LibrarySearch, Google Scholar and Scopus, using similar terms and
combinations of individual technologies (e.g., “membrane distillation”), industries (e.g.,
“dairy”), and waste resource components (e.g., “FOG”) as search terms.

Checking references of appropriate papers (snowballing) and finding articles that cited
useful research (reverse-snowballing) expanded the range of literature found. As these
techniques and search engines were generally limited to academic literature, individual
Google searches were then used to source practical and commercial applications, as well
as to identify and consider any regulatory issues. By definition, these searches resulted in
“grey literature” being included, but were necessary for finding real world applications and
examples of industrial uptake. Initial searches began in May 2020, with further searches
and refinements made until March 2021. No date ranges were enforced during searches,
as this could exclude key information, particularly around trade waste contents and their
effects, and commonly used water treatment techniques. These trends change far more
slowly, if at all, but are integral as a basis to future work. Scanning literature highlighted
the trade waste sources of the brewing, dairy, edible oil, meat, and textile industries, the
technologies including biological, chemical and bioelectrochemical reactions, membranes,
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and heat capture, and the final products of fuels and fertilisers. While searching academic
literature, Scimago journal rankings [25] were used to assess the quality of paper. Over
85% of the journal articles cited were published in quartile 1 (Q1) journals, as can be seen
in Figure 1. A small number of other resources, including manufacturer case studies, were
also included, and effort was made to favour reputable sources such as municipal service
providers and industry groups.

Figure 1. Citation source breakdown. Fifty four of the 63 journal articles cited were published in Q1
journals, as per Scimago Journal Rankings [25]. No articles from Q4 journals were cited in the final
version of this review. Excluding Scimago itself, 18 citations of books and other sources are made.

Many hundreds of sources were found using this methodology. This list was narrowed
down manually to 298 documents by evaluating titles and abstracts, before the final list of
citations was populated. 63 peer reviewed papers were selected for citation in this review.

Finally, information was categorised manually into two broad sections: (i) contents
of interest in trade wastes, and (ii) the methods to recover them. This information was
compared, evaluated and compiled into the review, with each section culminating in the
synthesis of tables summarising trade waste components and resource recovery technolo-
gies, respectively.

3. Results
3.1. Sources and Characteristics of Trade Waste

Trade waste customers can include large facilities such as meat processing plants,
hydrocarbon refineries, and textile manufacturers, through to individual restaurants and
smaller-scale manufacturers. As such, trade waste originating from these diverse sources
will in turn display different compositional profiles, depending on the industry, plant, and
even production run. Some major properties of interest are pH, salinity, nutrients, chemical
oxygen demand (COD), biological oxygen demand (BOD), FOG, and chemicals that make
treatment processes difficult.

Cleaning products tend to have a large impact on pH values of wastewaters, especially
in dairy operations [5]. Durham and Hourigan [26] identified acidic and caustic cleaning
chemicals as potential component streams in dairy trade waste, in addition to washdown
from milk receipt and by-products from cheese whey production. Overall, dairy waste has
relatively high organic loading, nitrogen, and phosphorus, but cheese processing effluent
has particularly high salinity [27].

Another high-sodium waste is produced by the meat processing plant internal stream
known as “green waste”. Green waste is mainly wash water and organ processing effluent,
and contains high concentrations of phosphorus and sodium, as well as some organic
load [28]. It is this waste stream that draws most parallels to domestic waste, unlocking a
wider field of research. Red waste, from slaughter and carcass processing, contains high
levels of nitrogen from protein, and FOG [29].

FOG levels may also be as high as 6.5 g/L in olive oil mill effluent [30], a level
indicative of most edible oil refining wastes. This loss of product can mostly be caused by
leaks and cleaning, and results in high BOD [4]. By definition, any process losing edible oil
to sewer will produce trade waste with a FOG content. This is particularly significant in
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retail restaurant and food service establishments and prepared meal production processes
using frying.

In large-scale food manufacturing facilities, organic waste may be generated by
spillage, cleaning processes, and when the production line switches from one item to
another. Other contents depend on food produced, but food manufacturing waste will
generally have low nitrogen and phosphorus [4]. Process choices can impact the level of
waste. Frying food will result in higher FOG levels, and cleaning floors by hosing down
flour into drains instead of sweeping into bins will increase COD. Process changes which
increase water efficiency can result in wastewater that is lower volume, but more highly
concentrated [31].

High COD wastewater with low phosphate and nitrogen is also common in grain
malting for beverage production [4]. This is notable as being complementary to major
components in meat processing. In the brewing and distillation process, each step’s waste
is unique, and some are at high temperatures, which could prove valuable as a source of
recoverable heat. Overall, waste volumes are 4.5 times that of the saleable beer volume [32],
indicating a potentially vast source for resource recovery.

Fruit and vegetable processing wastes, including that of juice production, can have
a wide range of deleterious components, including pesticides, cleaning compounds, and
waxes [4], meaning biological treatment processes may not be suitable. Technology that can
withstand dairy and food manufacturing CIP effluent may be transferable to these wastes.

Table 1 shows a selection of measured properties of trade waste from literature.
Although a process in an individual location or business may have unique characteristics,
Table 1 indicates wider trends in each industry. Further research is required into the
variability of these trends. Understanding the consistency of these values could help in
identifying which treatment technologies can be transferred between industries.
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Table 1. Example components of trade waste by industry.

Cheese Whey Dairy
Processing

Whey
Wastewater

Red Meat
(High Volume)

Red Meat
(LowVolume)

Red Meat
Processing
(Post DAF)

Seafood
Processing

Prepared
Meals

Prepared Meal
Processing
Washdown
(post DAF)

Olive Oil
Wastewater Brewery Textile

Volume 215 kl/h 40.1 kl/h 285 kl/t
product

pH 6.2–11.3 4–12 4.6 7.0–8.1 4.89 5.25 ± 0.25 6.98 ± 0.28 9.6–12.5

T ◦C 15–40 31 44.9 60

Conductivity
(µS/cm) >4000 975 24,000 ± 8000 2330 ± 99

TDS (mg/L) >1800 2300–4600 1445.7 ± 65.4 4500–12,800

TSS (mg/L) 326–3560 6600 150–1100 200–3700 660 ± 52.9 60–416

Total solid
(mg/L) 1837–14,205 6828 6118 1200–7000 90,000 ±

36,000

BOD (mg/L) 565–5722 >900 35,000 1600–4000 310–3100 25–433.3

COD (mg/L) 785–7619 12,460 10,925 2084–13,381 1100–4800 560–7000 1808 156,000 3321.3 ± 158 1834.6–3828

TOC (mg/L) 2500 ± 7100 898.3 ± 31.9 263.9–731.9

FOG (mg/L) 0.8 1240 1569 266–5953 34–620 82–2000 6500 ± 1300

TKN (mg/L) 14–140 1400 438 271.5 107.6–294.8 240–570 13–76

NH4 (mg/L) 1–34 38 25.1 12–59.6 2–3

TP (mg/L) 29–181 >45 640 56 46.7 8.9–34.6 260–460 4–22 590 ± 240

PO4 (mg/L) 6–35 27 32.4 3.7–17.3

Sulphate
(mg/L) >600 8–200 (Total S) 700–2400

Na (mg/L) 263–1265 >600 430 194 217

Ca (mg/L) 1.4–58.5 1250 93.7 59

Mg (mg/L) 6.5–46.3 100 22.6 32.6

Source [5] [27] [5] [31] [31] [33] [34] [4] [16] [35] [17] [36]
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3.2. Classification of Trade Waste

It is common for water service providers to prescribe certain limitations on the at-
tributes of water entering the sewerage system, into which most trade wastes are released;
one example is shown below in Table 2. pH, temperature, dissolved and suspended solids,
oxygen demand, oils and grease, nitrogen, and metals, among others, must all be brought
to prescribed levels before discharging. [37].

Table 2. Discharge limits of parameters of interest, (example from City West Water, Melbourne,
Australia [37]).

Parameter Allowable Range Maximum Concentration
(mg/L)

Maximum Daily
Load (kg/d)

pH 6–10 - -

T ◦C <38 - -

TDS - - 200

TSS - 10,000 * 1000

BOD - 4000 * 1000

FOG - 0 (free floating) -

TKN - 500 L -

NH4 - 50 † -

Cu - 10 5

Fe - 100 100
* Concentration limit only in effect if daily load exceeded; † higher limits applicable in certain circumstances.

In order to find efficient and purposeful end uses for the components of trade waste,
the contents and properties of the waste must first be classified. A comparison of classifica-
tion schemes can be seen in Table 3.

The most in depth, specialised method of evaluating a process for resource recovery
suitability is a direct feasibility study. This usually entails employing an expert to assess
a site’s operations and make recommendations. This is a time intensive process, and
involves sharing operational information which would otherwise be kept private. As a
self-contained process, findings are not necessarily transferable as technology changes.

Another method of assessing recovery potential, which may yield less specific results,
is establishing a reference range of values typical for a certain industry which can be
extrapolated to estimate the materials which an untested facility will create. To do this, the
typical concentration of components within trade wastes must be known from previous
work or literature. Sites are identified by their industry, and the values adjusted by total
waste flow volumes (from the untested facility) to calculate total resources available. In
Spain, a project called “PROBIOGAS” studied the potential of agro-industrial biogas
production. To do this, information about raw materials was compiled into a database.
This database classified materials under 40 different codes [11]. These codes denoted
individual waste streams, such as “citrus rejection” and “pork slurry”. To apply this system
to find potential recovery technologies, knowledge around the technologies available
for each feedstock is required, instead of just highlighting the components of value. A
drawback of this method is that unique trade waste components may be missed if they are
not commonly found in the wider industry.
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Table 3. Comparison of classification methods for trade waste resource recovery potential.

Classification Method Summary Advantages Disadvantages Example

Individual waste
stream

analysis

An in-depth study
performed for or by an

individual site

Unique, tailored recovery solutions
available

Can capture all information, as long as
it is measured

Can capture upstream and
downstream of current processing

units
Data is not made public, for business

privacy concerns
Usually a fully integrated process

from initial investigations, through
feasibility study, to construction and

operation of plant

Potentially time
consuming

Potentially expensive
Low chance of

industrial synergy and
resource sharing

between companies
Low chance of

information sharing
Fixed at a point of time

[31]

Generic industry
grouping

Classifying potential
sources by surveying

which industry they are
in, e.g., “Raw materials

of meat
slaughterhouse”, or

“Beer bagasse”

Easier to compile
Can be used for industrial synergy

studies
Can be used in computer aided
analysis, after some processing

Knowledge required
about contents of each

industrial stream
Does not capture

unique attributes of
individual trade wastes

[11,28]

Treatment volume
Rating sites or areas by

trade waste outflow
volumes

Indicates broad class of treatment
available

Suitable for large catchments

Does not describe
contents of streams

Not suitable for
resource recovery

analysis

[9]

Standardised chemical
code

Transforming raw trade
waste data for specific
parameters (e.g., COD,
TKN etc) into numeric

codes

Can be used for industrial synergy
analysis

Unique resource fingerprint available
Can be used in automated databases
May be populated using data already

available to water utilities

Will miss components
that are not measured

If data taken from
outflow measurements,

may not be able to
account for onsite

treatment

[38]

To allow for automation of the search for applications, while still capturing some
unique characteristics of individual businesses, Hsien et al. [38] devised a 10-digit classifica-
tion system for standardisation of this classification. pH, total suspended solids (TSS), total
dissolved solids (TDS), chemical oxygen demand (COD), the ratio of biological oxygen
demand (BOD) to COD, total nitrogen (TN), total carbon (TC), total phosphorus (TP) and
ions, minerals, and other metals (IM) were chosen as the important constituents, as well
as a specific or “other” parameter for unique components that may require specialised
treatment, such as FOG. Temperature was deliberately omitted from classification as it is a
time-sensitive parameter. Ranges of measurement were influenced mainly by Singaporean
waste specification but could easily be modified in line with any local provider’s specifi-
cations. The classification system was designed based on the industrial synergy database
published by Low et al. [39]. This database was developed to match suppliers’ waste
resources and customers’ feedstock requirements, but minor adjustments, and expanding
some capability, could result in a tool for easy identification of waste resource recovery
technologies suitable for a classified trade waste stream.

Instead of material component streams, investigations into recovering waste heat
energy survey must take note of exergy, i.e., the amount of work that can be performed as a
system and its surroundings reach equilibrium. However, a major factor influencing exergy
is the temperature of the source and surroundings [20]. Local investigations are vital, as
differences in climate impact the viability of heat recovery. Higher ambient temperatures
reduce exergy for a given waste stream.
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As well as classification by waste streams, classification by treatment system size
is possible. Diaz-Elsayed et al. [9] classified small scale systems as up to 115 m3 with a
3-day retention time; medium scale as up to 20,000 m3/day semi centralised systems; and
large scale as centralised plants with over 3785 m3/day. Overlap in volumes allowed for
differentiation of plant configuration, where some smaller plants have centralised collection
and treatment processes, like that of large municipal WWTPs. When classifying TWCs and
their wastewater streams, the classification scheme described by Hsien et al. [38] seems most
appropriate, with a balance between time and information required, and actionable results.
This could be improved with an extra code for exergy. The original study was constrained
by the probability of trade wastes being transported before being utilised. As on-site
treatment can reduce the delay between source and sink that degrades thermal quality,
exergy measurements may be suitable when assessing waste streams for on-site recovery.
Further research is required to develop generic, cost effective classification schemes that
can be applied by water service providers to entire municipalities. Additionally, absent is
research into using such a classification program to combine waste streams to overcome
shortfalls or achieve appropriate stoichiometric ratios for particular recovery technologies.
The authors have not identified any formal analysis or study of classification schemes
which has as its aim the determination of the most suitable scheme for widespread use
in industrial resource recovery. Although there are many papers (as considered above)
that are devoted to the design of such schemes, it is less common for these proposals to be
tested in a practical setting. Comparison studies could lead to more efficient screening and
uptake of resource recovery.

4. Resource Recovery Technologies

Meena et al. [23] reviewed resource recovery from wastewater from the perspective
of the technologies used and form of the resources recovered. Many technologies were
described, and challenges identified for each. This paper does not focus on the original
wastes, or their contents, instead looking at individual technology studies that may use
real or synthetic waste as feedstock. Municipal wastewater treatment was also reviewed
by Diaz-Elsayed et al. [9]. Again, some of the information about technology across scale
is transferable to the industrial sector, but sections focusing on home sewage and urine
source separation are not.

4.1. Chemical and Physical Processes–First Steps to Resource Recovery

A common resource recovery model involves the use of relatively straightforward
chemical reactions and physical processes. Analogs to these processes are likely already in
place at many industrial sites, in order to bring trade waste within disposal guidelines.

The precipitation of fat, protein, BOD and turbidity from dairy wastewater through
the addition of iron chloride (FeCl3) has been shown to be effective at a laboratory scale.
The treated water is suitable for cleaning purposes, and as FeCl3 is generally regarded as
safe (GRAS), the recovered solids may be used directly for feedstock additives [40].

In another study, Kurup et al. [41] showed the possibility of using sodium ligno-
sulphonate as a coagulating agent to recover lipids and casein proteins from dairy pro-
cessing waste. As the final concentration of additive was far below European Food Safety
Authority guidelines, it was suggested that the solids could be used as an animal feed-
stock. Whey proteins were not recoverable through this technology due to their small sizes
and solubility in the tested conditions. Consequently, FeCl3 addition may be preferable,
recovering 80% of protein mass (compared to 46% by sodium lignosulphate); the difference
mostly comprised of whey proteins. These proteins may be valuable as food additives,
being a source of essential amino acids [42].

To recover nutrients from pre-treated swine effluent, Song et al. [43] compared se-
quenced batch reactors with a reaction time of 1 h, and a 6 h HRT continuous reactor,
achieving phosphorus recoveries of 76.3% and 78%, respectively. Using air stripping, the
impurity CO2 was removed. The subsequent increase in pH caused the formation of
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struvite (MgNH4PO4:6H2O). Struvite is a crystalline fertiliser that is smaller in volume,
and easier to transport to end users than biosolids sludge [3]. The authors noted that
a large portion of NH3 from the effluent was also stripped and therefore not recovered
as struvite. Butler [10] investigated commercial struvite technologies available overseas
for their suitability for the Australian meat processing industry, as there were no known
commercial plants in the country. By this time, air-stripping was a proven unit process in a
number of plant scale systems. Comparisons between installations confirmed a significant
saving by adjusting pH in this way, instead of using sodium hydroxide. Despite this, none
of the scenarios showed a positive NPV. One of the main costs of operation at lab scale
was electricity used to power aeration. At plant scale, the cost is influenced more by the
requirement to dose magnesium to provide the correct stoichiometric ratios. Matching
an alternate source of magnesium using classification schemes mentioned earlier in this
review could make these systems feasible. This too requires further study.

A common physical treatment method is the use of grease traps [44] to partition FOG.
The less dense oil is separated from the water through settling. If FOG is discharged to
sewer, it can cause obstructions and overflows by forming solid deposits on pipe interi-
ors [6]. Muthukumaran and Baskaran [34] suggested that screen filters and solid separators
could prevent suspended solids and entrained FOG from leaving with wastewater but did
not provide any uses or disposal methods for the solids captured.

One potential use is conversion to biodiesel [44,45]. Although grease trap waste (GTW)
is plentiful, it must be pre-treated to purify lipids. Tran et al. [45] achieved this with a
1:1 (v/w) ratio of hexane to GTW, of which 88% was reuseable. In industrial application,
trade-offs must be made between high lipid recovery, and economic reaction times. The
purified lipids then underwent esterification and transesterification reactions with acetone
and ethanol to form crude biodiesel. The crude biodiesel was then distilled to produce
diesel fuel at a commercial quality. These processes were not yet economical compared to
mineral diesel [45]. As the ethanol required for this reaction must be anhydrous, feedstock
costs were high. Use of a supercritical, non-catalysed reaction shows promise in being able
to utilise ethanol with a 2.5% (w/w) water content [46]. Whether the benefits of cheaper
feedstock are counteracted by the capital and operating costs of a high temperature, high
pressure process is unknown, and the technology is yet to be scaled up.

Using waste oil as a medium for fry-drying of waste sludge has also been shown to be
an effective method of utilising two waste streams. Removing water from sludge, while also
adding energy rich oil produces a combustible, transportable solid fuel. Romdhana et al. [47]
found the energy content of processed sludge to be high enough for auto-combustion.
However, NOx and SOx levels in combustion gases may be above emission restrictions, so
applications may be limited [18]. Wu et al. [48] concluded that the weight ratio of oil to
sludge treated could be as high as 1:8 but noticed that phosphorus transferred from sludge
to oil phases during this treatment. Recovery of phosphorus from the oil is a potential
avenue for investigation. These papers seem to solve issues which Causer [49] noted in
gas mediated torrefaction, such as the danger of auto-ignition and condensation of tars
onto equipment, but do not attempt to quantify the off gases or energy requirements of
the process. Do et al. [50] completed a mass and energy balance for a related vacuum
fry-drying/torrefaction process in ASPEN. This simulation, using meat processing waste
as a feedstock, showed that the process produced a fuel product with 40% more energy
than it consumed. This meant that two thirds of the fuel could be used in the process, and
one third could be sold on. The flue gases were found to be within their relevant emissions
standards in this case. Actual practical studies are required for off-gas quantification and
industrial use of the process.

4.2. Membrane Technology-Separating Valuable Resources
4.2.1. Forward Osmosis

Forward osmosis (FO), shown in Figure 2, is a separation technology where water from
a feed stream is drawn through a semi-permeable membrane into a draw solution, with the
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difference in concentration and resulting osmotic pressure as the driving force. This results
in the feed stream becoming concentrated, and the draw solution collecting water. The
draw solution can then be disposed of or treated further to reconcentrate and regenerate it
for reuse and provide a pure water stream. Although FO is applicable as a pre-treatment
step for decreasing membrane fouling in other technologies [51], one important drawback
to note is the possibility of solute flux across the membrane, both from DS to FS and vice
versa. Any FS chemical that can permeate through the membrane may accumulate and be
concentrated in the DS regeneration process, and passage of draw solute back into the feed
solution can add unwanted ions into the concentrate [52]. This can be somewhat mitigated
by the addition of surfactants to the draw solution of a FO system. For example, Triton
X-114 at concentrations below 1.5 mM can decrease reverse diffusion of salt by forming
a layer on the membrane surface that constricts pores [53]. However, this study did not
evaluate the impact of surfactant treatment on contamination of the draw solution, which
is an area for future investigation.

Figure 2. Forward Osmosis. Large volume of dilute wastewater (feed stream) enters. Lower volume
of concentrated wastewater exits module. Water crosses the membrane due to osmotic pressure,
diluting the draw solution. The draw solution can be regenerated by an external process, and the
clean water stream removed. Some draw solute diffuses to the feed solution. Some feed stream
components diffuse to the draw solution, where they may be concentrated by regeneration process.

Seawater, cooling tower bleed water and cheese brine can be used as DS to varying
levels of success [54,55], allowing an addition of value to the FS through dewatering, while
diluting waste DS for non-potable reuse or disposal.

4.2.2. Gas Permeable Membranes

He et al. [56] studied the batch recovery of ammonia as ammonium sulphate using
custom gas permeable filter sheets as a separation medium, and sulphuric acid as a reagent.
Under ideal conditions, 75.9% of Total Ammonia Nitrogen (TAN) was recovered from
landfill leachate after 6 h, with a mass transfer coefficient of 1.24 × 10−5 m/s. This was
performed with a ratio of wastewater to sulphuric acid of 3:1. This relatively high quantity
of acid, along with further recovery steps of filtration, evaporation and crystallisation, and
the batch nature, mean further refinements are required for large scale industrial use.

4.2.3. Membrane Distillation

Membrane distillation, shown in Figure 3, works by using a hydrophobic membrane
between two solutions. High surface tension prevents liquid water from passing through
the membrane, while a temperature difference between the chambers creates a vapour
pressure driving force. Solvent vaporises on the high temperature side, passes through
the membrane, and condenses on the low temperature side [57]. At its most basic, this
can separate a liquid into a pure solvent (cold side) and a concentrated solution (hot
side). Waste heat is a potential economical energy source for this process, as the operating
temperature can be as low as 70 ◦C, with a difference across the membrane of 20 ◦C [58].
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Figure 3. Membrane distillation. Large volume of dilute wastewater enters. A lower volume of
concentrated wastewater exits the module, after addition of heat allows water vapour and other
volatiles to cross the membrane. Heat is removed on the condenser side, and vapours condense into
the water stream.

A key issue with MD is that the membranes are not completely specific, and other
small, volatile molecules, such as ammonia, can pass through [59]. This can be exacerbated
by accumulation of contaminants such as carbonate ions, which may increase pH on the
feed side. pH changes impact the volatility of ammonia as per NH3 +H2O↔ NH+

4 +OH− [60].
However, if carbonate is not the predominant compound, or if acid is formed in the feed
stream, pH can decrease, and ammonia volatility with it [61].

The selection of membrane composition is important for efficient operation due to
the surface properties and chemical compatibilities of each polymer. Memsys Water
Technologies GmbH [62], manufacturer of MD systems, note that the water to be treated
must have below 100 ppm of oil and surfactants, as these contaminants lower surface
tension, allowing solvent through the membrane. Free chlorine and some other chemicals
are contraindicated, as they will destroy the membrane structure. A lifespan of two years or
higher is suggested. Using experimental specialty membranes has been shown to overcome
issues with oil and surfactant chemicals at a laboratory scale [63].

As with any membrane separation technology, scaling and fouling affects MD [61].
According to manufacturers, standard caustic and acid clean in place procedures can be
used effectively to clear fouling [21]. Guillen-Burrieza et al. [64] however, found that PTFE
membranes used in plant scale desalination suffered from worse longevity (Mullen burst
pressure) than unused membranes depending on cleaning techniques. Citric, sulfuric,
formic, and oxalic acids, and an EDTA/detergent mixture were used to remove inorganic
scaling, but alkaline treatments were not tested, as the authors decided that it was not
applicable, due to minimal biological fouling on the sample membrane available to them.
No treatment can return the membrane to original condition. Zhao et al. [65] also found
that cleaning treatments damage membranes, in this case when an acetate FO membrane
was cleaned with a sodium hypochlorite solution to remove biological fouling. Unfortu-
nately, even if adequate cleaning is achieved within the limits of membrane integrity, it
can take large quantities of water, and is quickly spoiled if storage is inadequate when
the membranes are out of service. As such, Guillen-Burrieza et al. [64] determined that
prevention of fouling is easier and more effective than a cleaning regime. Fouling pre-
vention methods may include use of suitable membrane material, operating conditions,
and configuration [66]. As mentioned in a previous section, FO units may be one way to
reduce fouling.

El-Abbassi et al. [35] showed that polyphenols could be concentrated from olive mill
wastewater using commercial MD membranes at laboratory scale, and later refined the
process by adding a microfiltration (MF) pre-treatment step [30]. This was shown to reduce
fouling, providing a higher flux than the untreated wastewater over a longer period. It is
notable that MF is a less expensive pre-treatment than the ultrafiltration studied elsewhere.
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At pilot scale, an application of MD has been trialled in an electroplating process at
Roto Frank Austria GmbH. In the standard process, metal parts are dipped in a passivation
chemical bath, before being rinsed in a water vessel. Entrainment of liquid on the metal
surface results in a constant loss of expensive passivation chemical, and the contamination
and consequent disposal of the rinse water. Using membrane distillation, contaminated
rinse water can be purified and returned to the rinse bath, and concentrate can be recycled to
the passivation liquid. Water savings of 93% and passivation chemical savings of 60% were
reported [12]. Utilisation of this process is likely the product of individual waste stream
analysis, and probably would not have been indicated by more generic investigations.

Stand-alone MD systems suffer from a number of issues hindering commercialisa-
tion [14], but can be used in combination with forward osmosis, crystallisers, and bioreac-
tors, among others, combining strengths and negating weaknesses.

Struvite production can be enhanced, and a reusable water stream produced, in a
hybrid FO/MD. Xie et al. [67] used digested sludge centrate as a feed and magnesium
chloride as a draw solution to harness the reverse flux phenomenon. Water was drawn
through the FO membrane, concentrating phosphate and ammonium ions to levels con-
ducive for struvite production. Magnesium diffused back from the draw solution to the
centrate, providing the otherwise limiting ions. MD was used to regenerate the DS. In-
creased pH from the FO process proved beneficial, but as the highest removal efficiency
for struvite is achieved at pH 9.5 [68], collection of struvite crystals was made possible by
lowering the pH of the treated centrate and allowing to crystallise for 2 h. A further drop
in pH may have been achieved by stripping CO2 from the centrate using air, as discussed
earlier [43,69]. However, concentration of impurities, especially calcium, has a large impact
on struvite production [68], a fact that was ignored. Calcium impurities can be precipitated
out from mixed wastewater as CaCO3 and reduced to great effect in under 5 min by the
pre-treatment addition of NaCO3, resulting in a higher purity struvite product [70]. The
efficiency of pH correction and potential decrease in membrane fouling by sparging air
within the reactor, should be subject to further study, in combination with the effects of
calcium removal.

In order to further improve the efficiency and lower capital costs of running different
technologies in combination, Kim et al. [54] described an osmotically and thermally isolated
integrated FO-MD system. Draw solution was concentrated by passing the MD membrane,
before flowing past a barrier, around to an FO membrane where it drew water from the feed.
This configuration leveraged the efficiency of counter-current heat and mass exchange,
increasing temperature and concentration gradient driving forces. While this operation
was simulated, a pilot scale test is planned. The mass and heat transfer principles can be
used in the design of any combination system.

4.3. Bioreactors–A Growing Field for Resource Recovery

A large number of products can be extracted from fermentative processes. A summary
of the key considerations in respect of bioreactor use in resource recovery can be found
in Table 4. Whey has been used as a feedstock for production of carotenoids, xanthan
gum, and lysozymes [26]. These high value products must be assessed individually, as
profitability depends on finding a customer. More widely applicable products recoverable
from bioreactors, such as fuels and water, are more likely to be the result of utilising a
generic classification scheme in screening potential trade waste sources.

In order to reclaim or pre-treat reusable water, membrane bioreactors (MBR) can
be used. COD is consumed by the microbes within the sludge and converted to larger
molecules that cannot pass the membrane. Dynamic membrane (DM) bioreactors are
one configuration of MBR. A DM is a cake layer that forms on an inexpensive support
mesh. An initial mesh pore-size of 10 µm results in efficient COD removal from cheese
whey wastewater, but relatively low (~80%) solids removal. A larger pore size allows even
greater solids passage [71]. This may be suitable as an initial treatment for high strength
wastewater but will not produce reusable water. To this end, Choi et al. [72] utilised a
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nano-filtration MBR (NFMBR). In aerobic treatment, with the separation driving force
being provided by intermittent suction, low TOC water was produced from synthetic
wastewater. Phosphorus and nitrogen in the permeate and reactor were found to be at
similar levels throughout operation, limiting applications for water or nutrient recovery.
The cellulose acetate membrane used also suffered from biodegradation. Flux through the
membrane showed changes due to suction pressure choices, as well as fouling.

Removing pressure as a driving force, Phattaranawik et al. [73] designed and tested
bench-scale submerged Membrane Distillation Bioreactor (MDBR) processes, involving
membrane distillation rigs immersed in thermophilic aerobic reactors. One rig was a
double-faced flat sheet module, while the other consisted of membrane tubes. Using
synthetic wastewater, their flat sheet module had high initial flux, which dropped over
time, while their tubular array showed lower initial flux which remained stable over
the two-week trial. The authors concluded that, compared to Choi et al. [72]’s NFMBR,
MDBR showed better flux. It is not simple to compare the two different technologies in
this way, as there are many variables between the two, including original loading, and
the effects of pressure change. This report did not mention the retention of phosphorus
but did note that ammonia was found in the permeate, using both PVDF and PTFE
membranes. Kim et al. [74] also combined MBR with MD, but under anaerobic conditions.
Despite a removal of up to 92% COD and practically all phosphate, they found high
levels of ammonia flux through PVDF MD membranes and concluded that this was due to
ammonia’s volatility. Qiu et al. [59] performed vacuum membrane distillation followed by
conventional vacuum fractional distillation on piggery wastewater anaerobic digestate. The
atmospheric distillate contained over 7000 g/L TN, mostly as ammonia, giving a separation
factor of 114. The vacuum distillate was 80% of the original feed water, with relatively low
concentrations of other compounds, suitable for reuse. Membrane distillation intuitively
shows promise in conjunction with thermophilic bioreactors due to higher energy efficiency,
however research into scale-up and increased flow rates are required.

Anaerobic digesters convert less carbon to biomass than aerobic reactors, instead
forming biogas. Biogas contains methane and carbon dioxide and can be used as a power
source. Simple digesters are currently in use at plant scale globally [22], but anaerobic
membrane bioreactors (AnMBR) can increase efficiency and decrease hydraulic retention
times. Treated effluent can leave the reactor, while mature sludge is retained. Carbon may
still be lost to permeate, however, as methane is relatively soluble in water: up to 67% of
that produced in an AnMBR may pass through membranes and be lost, especially in low
strength wastewater at low temperatures [75]. During the start-up period of an AnMBR,
VFAs are produced, which may also flow to the permeate [61,65]. How these losses may be
prevented is an important area of further study.

Ogejo and Li [76] treated flush dairy manure (green waste) and turkey processing
waste (red waste) together in an anaerobic digester to recover biogas. In this case, biogas
production increased with the volume percent of red waste in the feed. Pure red waste was
shown to produce higher quality biogas at higher volumes per kilogram of volatile solids,
but it was unclear whether co-digesting the two streams gave better results than the sum of
digesting each feed separately. Mixed feeds did not show chemical concentrations fitting
linear ratios of the two pure streams as expected, so results may have been impacted by
factors other than the overall red waste:green waste ratio. A simplified economic analysis
showed that different ratios of effluent feed provided different levels of economic benefit,
confirming that combining waste streams or changing operating methods changes the
economics of treatment [77]. Using waste FOG to double volatile solids load has been
shown to increase biogas production by 170%. Cultivating a suitable sludge is a major
factor in biogas production, and the microbial community of this anaerobic bioreactor had
acclimatised to VFAs over 90 days [78]. Studies of trade waste combinations are required
to determine the factors influencing biogas production in mixed streams, and the potential
impact on resource sharing using classification schemes (such as Hsien et al. [38]).
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Jensen [33] took an industry-based approach to AnMBR at pilot scale at two Australian
red meat processing plants. Despite acknowledging that improvements could be made,
and that more research was needed for higher organics loading, economic analysis showed
that operating the system was cash positive. This was mostly due to the energy value of
biogas, and a significant value of captured nutrients. Capital and ongoing costs were lower
for a more optimised and intensified process, with a theoretical payback period of under
4 years.

Membranes can also be used to selectively remove other volatiles from reaction liquor.
Tomaszewska and Białończyk [79] produced ethanol from yeast fermentation of pre-treated
acid whey; first removing proteins and enzymatically hydrolyzing lactose in concentrated
whey, then enriching with sucrose, the 24 h fermentation reached efficiencies above 90%
when ethanol was continuously removed into a PP MD distillate stream. Inhibition from the
ethanol was decreased, but issues with the concentration of salts in the fermentation media
were raised. Utilising a sidestream UF system that allows removal of saline water while
retaining and reconcentrating the fermentation broth may be an avenue for further study.

As a membrane process, flux in MBRs can decrease over time. Lin et al. [80] compared
the sludge properties and fouling potential of mesophilic vs. thermophilic submerged
AnMBRs. Using a Kraft paper production effluent as feedstock, each reactor began under
identical conditions, apart from the temperature. In this case, it was found that the reactor
at 55 ◦C created smaller floc particle sizes than the reactor at 37 ◦C. This resulted in higher
fouling on the microfiltration membrane.

Adding GAC to a fluidised bed AnMBR can reduce membrane fouling and reduce
protein and carbohydrate concentrations in liquor and the cake layer. In a 5.6 L reactor,
severe biofouling was delayed by 60% by the addition of 40 g GAC, and by 230% when
80 g GAC was added [81]. The cake layer can also be managed by sparging biogas past the
membrane [71].

Ion exchange has been shown to have some applications as a co-treatment at laboratory-
scale. Johir et al. [82] described a post-MBR ion exchange resin treatment. Phosphate and
nitrate from MBR effluent was captured in a resin column and could be recovered by
regenerating the system with saltwater. Ammonia in the original simulated waste was
converted to nitrate under aerobic conditions. If ion exchange is performed as a post
treatment for AnMBR, ammonium and phosphate ions can be recovered, and used to
produce struvite [83]. Due to price and scale issues, ion exchange is unlikely to have wide
use in industrial settings, unless recovering highly valuable chemicals.

4.4. Microbial Fuel Cells–Potential for the Future

Microbial fuel cell (MFC) technology uses electrogenic bacteria to oxidise organic
matter. Selection of suitable cathodes and anodes allows production of an electrical current.
Utilizing this process, Boghani et al. [16] achieved COD decreases of 84% in food processing
washdown water. After pre-treatment in a DAF, COD levels in the initial feed were only
1.14 g/L and were decreased to around 0.20 g/L by the MFC, with a total reaction time of
18 days. Although feasible in that the electricity generated was more than the electricity
required for heating and pumping of the system, treating only 2 L of wastewater over
18 days may not be scalable to industry in this form. Dong et al. [17] achieved energy self-
sufficiency in a 90 L working volume modular reactor. Approximately 0.49 kg TCOD/m3/d
was removed from brewery wastewater; however, the treated water still contained over
400 mg/L of TCOD, making it unsuitable for reuse without further treatment. The authors
did note this, suggesting the possibility of increasing the number of modules. They also
indicated that external biomass recirculation could help increase SRT while allowing
for short HRT. Membrane technology may also achieve this [15] but could impact the
relatively tight energy balance. Further studies aimed at investigating this are necessary.
Considering the reactor size, retention time and average quantity of waste per volume of
beer produced [4], the reactor volume in plant operation may have to be over 2.5× the
daily production volume.
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Table 4. Summary of bioreactor resource recovery technologies.

Technology Description Advantage Limitation Studies

Bioreactor Reactor using biological systems
Can degrade complex COD

Can produce certain products (e.g., ethanol)
Lower chemical use than traditional processes

Washout of sludge possible
Low reaction rates [76]

Membrane
Bioreactor (MBR)

Bioreactor integrating membrane separation
technology

(DM/MF/UF/NF/RO/FO/MD)

Decouples SRT and HRT, allowing removal of
products and inhibitory compounds, while

mature sludge remains
See limitations of membranes below [75]

Conditions

Thermophilic Relatively high temperature conditions (~55 ◦C) Higher reaction rate
Can kill pathogens

High energy costs
Higher fouling [80]

Mesophilic Medium temperature conditions (~37 ◦C) Lower energy costs Relatively lower reaction rate [80]

Aerobic Oxygen present in reactor vessel Higher reaction rate Sludge production
Energy intensive due to aeration [82]

Anaerobic Oxygen not present in reactor vessel Certain products, such as biogas Low rate [76]

Membranes

Dynamic Membrane (DM)
10–70 µm mesh provides support for accumulation
of cake layer, which acts as filter; applied pressure

as driving force

Low cost
Smaller mesh can filter solids

Larger mesh allows solids to
permeate

Does not remove all COD from
permeate

Membrane fouling can occur

[71]

Microfiltration (MF) Smaller pore size (~0.1 µm) membrane acts as filter;
applied pressure as driving force Removes suspended solids and bacteria

Increasing pressure requirements
Increasing cost

Increasing pre-treatment
requirements

[38,80]

Ultrafiltration (UF) Smaller pore size (~0.01 µm) membrane acts as
filter; applied pressure as driving force Additionally, removes viruses

Nanofiltration (NF)
Smaller pore size (~0.001 µm) membrane acts as

filter through size exclusion and electrostatic
interactions; applied pressure as driving force

Additionally, removes some ions [72]

Reverse
Osmosis (RO)

Smaller pore size (~0.0001 µm) semi-permeable
membrane acts as filter; applied pressure as driving

force
Potable water production Brine disposal can be difficult

Forward
Osmosis (FO)

Semi-permeable membrane allows water to
permeate from feed solution to draw solution;

osmotic pressure as driving force
( Figure 2 )

Low pressure
Can use waste streams as draw solutions

Lower fouling
Can use draw solute as source of chemicals for

reaction

Draw solution requires regeneration
if being re-used

Bidirectional diffusion of some
solutes

Draw solute lost to feed solution
Impurities concentrated in draw

solution

[53,55,65]

Membrane Distillation (MD)

Hydrophobic membrane allows only small volatile
molecules to diffuse; vapour pressure gradient

(temperature difference) as driving force
( Figure 3 )

Low pressures
Can use waste heat

Lower fouling
High rejection of non-volatiles

Not impacted by feed concentration

Unwanted volatile compounds, e.g.,
ammonia, can collect in condensate

Limited commercial availability
[79]
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Table 4. Cont.

Technology Description Advantage Limitation Studies

MD membrane materials

Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) MD membrane material Lower fouling Higher wetting and breakthrough [74]

Polypropylene (PP) MD membrane material Lower fouling Low flux [57,74]

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) MD membrane material High initial flux Fouling [74]

Membrane configuration

Plate and frame Flat sheet configuration with feed on one side,
permeate on the other

Simple construction
Easy to replace

Large footprint
Low energy efficiency [73,74]

Spiral bound Alternating layers of membrane and supports,
wound into a spiral Smaller footprint

Complex construction
Increased energy efficiency

Fouling
[72]

Hollow fibre Fibres of membrane material Smaller footprint Complex construction
Fouling [73]

Fouling control
Sparging

Gas bubbled past membrane
Can use oxygen for aerobic systems, or biogas for

anaerobic systems

Decreased fouling
Can increase pH by removing CO2

High energy costs
Can remove valuable components,

e.g., ammonia
[33]

Granulated activated carbon (GAC) Granulated activated carbon added and pumped
past membrane

Decreased membrane fouling due to scouring
effect and absorption of proteins onto GAC

High cost
GAC needs to be regenerated [81]
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4.5. Thermal Energy Capture–Running Hot and Cold

In the field of thermal energy recovery from water, most literature and available
industry material considers sewer mining and is not specific to trade waste. Although
this is largely transferable, industrial wastewater can exhibit certain unique properties,
especially if they are source separated. One stream with unique properties is textile
wastewater. As it can be found at 60 ◦C, there is significant exergy, but COD content may
make it more suitable for biological resource recovery. The thermal energy in this case may
be coincidentally used to heat reaction vessels [36].

Choices of technology can depend on a number of factors, including temperature of
waste stream. Oluleye et al. [19] formulated a framework for screening different methods.
This screening was generic for all material streams across given temperature bands but
technologies in the <50–100 ◦C range may be applicable to trade wastes. Comparing energy
degradation, the most efficient technology for various temperature ranges was shown.
Suggestions included upgrading heat through heat pumps, using heat exchangers for
direct transfer, absorption chilling, and electricity generation through Organic Rankine
Cycles (ORC). Installations of these technologies are not frequently the subject of literature,
but one study examined ORC using wastewater from a steel mill as a heat source. High
temperature wastewater was measured at 70–90 ◦C, with a flow rate of 350 m3/h. Power
generation ranges of 212 kW to over 800 kW at 90 ◦C were calculated, using R245fa working
fluid [84].

In general, industry generates a large amount of waste heat [20]. Some thermal energy
is found in treated water and cooling applications, among others, but capturing this energy
is currently only rarely viable. Waste heat recovery is more regularly achieved through
solid and gaseous streams, which are outside of the scope of this review.

5. Conclusions

At present, the majority of resource recovery literature is focused on mixed municipal
wastewater, or is applicable only at small scale, and information about trade waste is limited.
However, trade wastes present a promising avenue for resource recovery. Nutrients, energy
and fuels can be claimed from suitable wastewater using physical, chemical and biological
processes, or combinations thereof. Biogas production in anaerobic digesters and struvite
production using chemical additives and crystallisers are currently the most common
methods of recovering COD and nutrients, but membrane technology, whether forward
osmosis, membrane distillation, or otherwise, is poised to improve the efficiency and
economics of both. Potential exists for financial benefits to industry and businesses, and
environmental benefits for the wider community from application of these processes.

Despite interest, uptake of resource recovery technologies remains low, or not widely
championed. For this to change, knowledge needs to increase in several key areas. The
contents and availabilities of trade wastes need to be classified, in order to make informed
choices about resource recovery methods.

A practical comparison of screening and selection methods is required to determine
the viability of generic methods in identifying potential resources for recovery. The classifi-
cation schemes developed to date range from individual waste stream analyses, to generic
industry grouping, to standardised chemical codes. Research into classification and screen-
ing also extends to finding appropriate combinations of feedstock, and whether automated
systems can connect sources. A focus on magnesium sources for struvite production is
particularly interesting.

Resource recovery technology also needs to be improved and proven to work with
trade waste. Membrane separation in combination with bioreactors is an area requiring
further research, with a focus on fouling minimization through sparging and additives, as
well as reducing loss of dissolved methane and VFAs.

Production of biogas has some uptake, but struvite precipitation, despite promise, is
not viable economically in Australia. Resource recovery needs to be improved and made
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economically and environmentally viable at plant scale, and the positive outcomes made
clear to industry.
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